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・We discuss the metric backreaction 
of the mass and angular momentum 
accretion on the Schwarzschild BH
(monopole and dipole linear gravitational 
perturbation against generic        )

Summary
In this talk

・We apply our formalism to 
the Blandford-Znajek process 
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Introduction

What happens beyond test field 
approximation?

If there are mass and angular momentum 
accretion on BH, we expect      and    
slowly change.

We want to discuss this issue by solving 
the Einstein eqs.

We usually consider 
fixed Kerr black hole + test fields
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Contents 

・Mass and angular momentum
perturbation on BH

・Application to BZ process

・Summary & discussions

・Introduction
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small parameter

Einstein eqs
We want to solve

:vacuum sols
We choose           sol as 
Schwarzschild metric
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Einstein eqs
We consider           effect
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The energy momentum tensor 
satisfies

Einstein eqs
We need to solve
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decomposition
Due to the spherical symmetry of 

, we can discuss different 
separately (Regge,Wheeler 1957)

We focus on              modes:
mass and angular momentum 
perturbations

modes: GWs
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Eddington-Finkelstein coords
We work in the Eddington-
Finkelstein coordinates

・EF coords cover BH horizon
・regularity condition is trivial
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Monopole perturbation
Perturbed metric:

Energy momentum tensor:

We want to solve two eqs
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Monopole perturbation
:

: accretion rate of the energy

Eq becomes

In static coords

:energy (density)
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Monopole perturbation
We introduce new variables

(cf: Babichev et al 2012)

Einstein eqs reduce to
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Monopole perturbation
General sols are
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Monopole perturbation
Misner-Sharp mass at           becomes

determines the time dependence 
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dipole perturbation
Perturbed metric (odd parity):

Energy momentum tensor:

Equations:

We also can solve these eqs! 15/34



dipole perturbation

: accretion rate of the 
angular momentum
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dipole perturbation
Komar angular momentum

determines the time dependence 
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example: Vaidya metric
Vaidya metric is sol for radiating matter

Using our formalism for this

This is the exact Vaidya metric
(this is due to the Kerr-Schild form) 18/34
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for BZ process
Split monopole sol around slow rot Kerr

: strength of magnetic field

Energy and angular momentum extraction rate：

We expect that the mass and angular momentum of 
BH decrease according to these rates

Blandford and Znajek (1977)

(explicit form can be seen in McKinney and Gammie (2004))
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How to discuss backreaction
We introduce two small parameters:

energy-momentum tensor:

metric:
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How to discuss backreaction

We can discuss order by order
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How to discuss backreaction
At each order, Eqs can be written as

At each order, eqs are same forms as
the linear perturbation around
against effective energy momentum tensor



perturbation exits

Results: 

metric:

This is magnetized RN metric

(because energy momentum tensor is same at 
that of RN mertic)

[MK+ arXiv:2105.05581]
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Results: 
(odd) perturbation exits

[MK+ arXiv:2105.05581]
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Results: 
Komar angular momentum:

Time dependence:

[MK+ arXiv:2105.05581]
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(even) perturbations exist

Results: 

We focus on           

Is time dependent but is not

( is negative at the horizon)

(             does not affect 
the horizon area)

[MK+ arXiv:2105.05581]
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Results: 
From our formalism, the metric becomes

Time dependent mass?

We don’t know the appropriate definition 
of mass for this situation

[MK+ arXiv:2105.05581]
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Results 
:magnetized RN metric

:time dependence of angular momentum

:time dependence of mass??

We want to discuss whether our result can 
be fit by the Kerr metric with 
time dependent parameters or not.

[MK+ arXiv:2105.05581]
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Comparison with Kerr metric
Our perturbative sol can be written as

[time dependent part] + [time independent part]

coincides with Kerr in EF like coords with
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Comparison with Kerr metric
Kerr metric with
in EF like coords (+ some gauge tr) :

with
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Apparent horizon (AH)
Location of AH can be calculated.

Area (in KS coords) is

Time dependence:
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1st law of BH mechanics
Assuming

we can obtain a suggestion on  

!!!!

If we regard           as time dependence of 
BH mass, 1st law of BH mechanics holds
at the location of AH 33/34



・We discussed the metric backreaction of 
the mass and angular momentum accretion 
on the Schwarzschild BH

Summary and Discussions

・We applied our formalism BZ process 

・extension to higher order sols 
or consistent BZ sols.

・Penrose process, superradiance,    
[ongoing with Ogasawara et al]

・appropriate definition of mass
・modified gravity
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for BZ process
Blandford and Znajek considered the 
energy extraction using the force-free 
electromagnetic fields around the (slow 
rot) Kerr metric
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for BZ process
The split monopole sol in the Kerr-Schild 
coordinates  

and…. 37/34



and
:strength of 
magnetic field
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Comment
How to prepare time dependent 
spacetime from the Kerr metric is very 
important.

If we give time dependence in BL coords, 
the metric might be singular!
(of course, it cannot fit our result)
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Comment
e.g.) Schwarzschild case:

corresponds to 
the Vaidya metric

corresponds to 
a singular spacetime
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Introduction
example: magnetic field around BH

[curvature of BH]
[effect of matter on curvature]       
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